Seekonk Speedway Crazy Train Race 2017
1. Cars & mid or compact size trucks and minivans as allowed in the thrill show rules. Prepara:on
of vehicles are per thrill show car & truck rules.
2. This is a team oriented event using 3 vehicles and 2 drivers, extra driver is op:onal. The vehicles
will be hooked together in line with the lead vehicle pulling the other two but has no brakes,
middle vehicle may have a driver or choose to leave empty, if driver is aboard they can only steer
the end vehicle has a driver that can steer and brake but can’t assist in pushing the other
vehicles. This is the Crazy Train Race. Been successfully throughout the country. The rules will
give teams the ability to reuse vehicles for other races.
3. Lead vehicle will have one driver and will be the engine and steering of the train.
A. There needs to be no working brakes during this race so the best possible solu:on is up to
the teams. Sugges:on: removing pin to brake pedal.
4.

Middle vehicle can have one driver or op:on out for no driver.
A. This vehicle can only be steered to help move the team train along. Brakes must be
disconnected as lead car and leM in neutral as end car.
B. If no driver is chosen car is leM in neutral with steering locked straight.
C. Teams must come up with the best working solu:on to achieve no brakes or the ability for
car to move forward (if driver is used) sugges:ons: disable throQle, disconnect shiM cable
leave in neutral. Remove brake pedal pin.

5. End vehicle will have one driver.
A. This vehicle will be able to steer and use its brakes to keep the team train going straight.
B. Vehicle can be running to assist in steering and braking.
C. Vehicle must be locked in neutral at all :mes during this race so it cannot help in moving the
other vehicles forward. Same sugges:ons to achieve this as other vehicles.
6. Connec:on of vehicles. Vehicles must use only steel chain minimum of 3/8” link supported from
chassis, NOT to bumper. Chain must be free standing no pipes allowed outside chains. Trailer
hitch frames permiQed, Fabrica:on of frame mount for connec:on of chain permiQed with no
connec:ons traveling past bumper. The maximum distance between vehicles is 3 feet.
Connec:ons are important so use a good plan. If vehicles separate during the race they will be
disqualiﬁed.

